
Mechanical Advantage: 

WARNING: Images aren’t meant to accurately represent people 
Take advantage of machines to make life easier. The mechanical advantage value tells you how much easier the job is when 

using the machine. If the MA is 3, this means the machine makes it 3x easier 

A diagram is used to represent Keyshawn and Camden using a see-saw on 
the playground. A lever system commonly used by children for fun.  
 
1. ¿MA? if … Effort Arm = 6 m & Load Arm = 2 m? MA = 3 
 
2. ¿MA? if … Effort Arm = 200 m & Resistance Arm = 25 m? MA = 8 
 
3. ¿MA? if…. Effort Arm = 3 cm & Load Arm = 1.5 cm? MA = 2 

 
4. ¿MA? if… Effort Force 50 N & Resistance Force = 100 N? MA = 2 

 
5. ¿MA? if… Effort Force is 4 N & Resistance Force is 16 N? MA = 4 

 
6. ¿Lever Arm Length? if MA is 2 and Load Arm = 8 m? 16 m 

 
7. ¿Load Arm Length? If MA is 3 & Effort Arm = 21 m? 7 m 

 
 

Andrew Carr is using an inclined plane to move a wheel barrow load into a barn.  
 

8. ¿MA? Of the inclined plane as shown in the diagram? MA = 4 
 

9. ¿MA? If effort distance = 8 m resistance distance = 2 m? MA = 4 
 
10.¿MA? If effort length = 1 m resistance height = 0.2 m? MA = 5 

 
11.¿Effort Length? If MA is 4 on an inclined plane 36 m tall? 144 m 

 
12.¿Resistance Height? If MA is 12 & Effort Length is 144 m? 12 m  

 

 
Raven Kennedy and Brooklyn Pilgrim are discussing the possible 
advantages of different pulley systems.  
 
13.¿MA? Of pulley system C? 3 
 
14.¿MA? Of pulley system B? 4 
 
15. ¿So what does it do? Pulley system A has a mechanical advantage 
of 1, it doesn’t make it easier to lift a load? Changes the direction of the 
applied force. Changing the direction, you must apply force can give you 
an advantage. 
 
16.¿Pulley System? Is used to lift 60 N load with an effort of 15 N? B 
 
17.¿Pulley System? Requires a 60 N force to lift a 60 N Load? A 
 
18.¿UNIT? Mechanical Advantage? There is no unit for Mechanical Advantage  
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19.¿Which 9th grade teacher would need a longer Effort Length to properly use a See-Saw? Coach   
Hyde or McFarland   


